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Finite temperature field (FTF) theory is used to study quantum
in. an electrical network. Numerical solutions for the finite
second moments which satisfy the uncertainty principle bound are given
for a dissipative quantum oscillator.
The understanding of quantum and thermal noise in electrical
networks is essential for the development of sensitive electrical
instruments of the type used to detect and transmit weak signais
in communication systems, computers, and instruments designed to
detect gravitational radiation. In this work, it is demonstrated
how FTF theory leads to a simple derivation of the fluctuation
dissipation theorem and the relation between thermal and quantum
noise in an electrical network. When the dissipative elements are
represented by semi-infinite filters, a procedure results that yields
finite second moments for both charge and current as well as
compatibility with the uncertainty bound. This method is demonstrated
with an investigation of a series LRC dissipative quantum oscillator,
and analytical and numerical results are given which illustrate the
features of thermal and quantum noise. Other approaches to thek
dissipative quantum oscillator are discussed and reviewed in Refs. [1—41.
Here, I follow the notation and quantization procedure developed
in Ref. [11; however, the present approach differs in that FTFs are
introduced so as to include temperature dependence in the expressions
for quantum noise. In addition, the ideal transmission lines are
replaced with semi-infinite low-pass filters composed of reapeated
basic elements of inductance CL0 = LTx) and capacitance (C0 = C-1x)
as shown in Fig. 1. The characteristic impedance of the filter [5],
Z(a,b) = iL0/2 + (L01C 2L/4), (1
implies a maximum frequency above which the voltage wave becomes
damped. Below this frequency the voltage in the nth element of the
filter is
V(n) = exp(ikntx)V(o)
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relates the phase velocity (v(ô)
= R(0)/LT), the wave number k, and where R = (L0/C), A = 2Q0C/C, W = (LCY, and
the real part R() of the characteristic impedance (1).
Q0 = L0/R. Here o is the natural frequency of the LC system, Q0At frequency , the Lagrangian density for the LCR network is
the quality factor, and Aw0 the highest frequency passed by the
CQtQW)= (x L) Q(x/] filter.
The normalized Heisenberg FTF (4b) becomes
Au)0+ LT [(Q(xt, — ft
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0where &(x) and H(x) are respectively the Dirac and Heaviside distributions
when the boson in-field operator is expressed in terms of the FTF
and where Q (x,t, ), = l/kT, is the spectral charge density and I operator [7]ç(x,t, ) its conjugate momentum. The postulates of quantization [61
II- lh.suggest the commutation relation
A (1 + (8)
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The matrix element of the number operator N(w) = (w)
between finite temperature vacuum states is
where I
Q(x± Q(x±(dw (4b) (oINwo1/(x?cu) -1 (9)
The Heisenberg field (7) satisfiesA derivation similar to that in Ref. [1) yields the spectral
Lagenvin equation Qct (10)
(L Q (±R( ÷ Q) —R(w Qto (5) which implies the uncertainty inequality
(11)
where dissipation is represented by a spectral damping coefficent
Using (7)-(9), the second moments become the fluctuation-dissipation
similar to that of the Drude model [4] and given by
theorem results [8,9] modified by spectral damping
= (R1L (1-
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The results for the zero temperature (z=2kT/0=0) vacuum are found with
the replacement coth(i/z)—.l.
In the large Q0(R +0) limit, one finds the LC oscillator result
from (12) and (13) since 2K(Q,0)— 1 andK(Q,z)—,K3z)—coth(l/z)/2.
The zero temperature vacuum results are
= (A/Q0]
(1- /anQ (Qo
In the limit Q0— , K1(Q0,O)—K3(Q0,O)— l/2 one finds the coherent
state equality for (11).
Numerical results for (L0/1a(Q,z), (L0Ya(LQ,z) in (12) and
C (o(Q,z)o(L,z)
- f/2)/f are given in Table I for values of C/C0 which
must be determined experimentally. The parameter e measures the deviation
from equality in (11). One sees, in Table I the equal-partition of energy
behaviour Kl(Qo,z) = K3(Q0,z) = z/2 expected at high temperature and the
clearly defined transition region between pure thermal and pure quantum
fbi Se.
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Fig. 1. The semi—infinite filter.
Table I. Numerical results for the dimensionless second moments and c.
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